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In the real world, as an important tool to convey product information and attract 
and persuade the audience, the print advertisements would apply all kinds of creation 
skill including the metaphor. The metaphor originated from rhetoric. At the very start, 
it is widely used in the literature as a rhetoric device. But in the cognitive, it is not 
only a rhetoric device, but a form of thinking and an effective tool of cognition. The 
metaphor in the advertisements can make the audience think deeply and produce 
pleasure to interpret, and also can make them get the metaphor conclusion as the same 
as the creation intention of creative. A good metaphor-up advertisements can cause a 
bigger thinking space and a deeper impression than non-metaphor-up advertisements 
what are frank and without metaphor meaning in it. 
Starting from the print of view of Lakoff and Johnson’s Conceptual Metaphor 
Theory, this paper which took the image metaphor of the print advertisements as the 
research objects analyzed and defined the image metaphor preliminary combined with 
the print advertisements cases of the real life. It mainly used qualitative research 
methods. Being different from the writing metaphor, the main and carrier of the image 
metaphor were all presented in the front of audience by the form of image. So there’s 
a question: what is the interpretation mode and persuasion mechanism of the image 
metaphor?  The research investigated the interpretation mode of the image metaphor 
applying the blended space theory, and later summarize the convince mechanism. As a 
creative approach, the metaphor played a significantly role in the advertisements, but 
the use of it must follow certain rules. Therefore, finally the paper located in the 
principle of the image metaphor, which would provide some guidelines for 
advertisement creative to use image metaphor. 
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第三节  研究方法 
本文是以具体的史料为依据，主要采用文献研究、案例分析以及定性相结合
的研究方法进行研究： 
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第二章  文献综述 
第一节  概念的界定 












并对隐喻提出界定的第一人，他把隐喻界定为一种修辞技巧：Metaphor is the 











                                                        
① H.H.Lieb.Cited by Samual Ijsseling. Rhetoric and Philosophy in Conflict [M]. The Hague: 
Martinus Nijhoff, 1976:116. 
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